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This review first appeared in the March 2012 issue of hi-end hifi magazine 
fairaudio.de of Germany. You can also read this review of the Ayre separates 
in its original German version. We publish its English translation in a mutual 
syndication arrangement with the publishers. As is customary for our own reviews, 
the writer's signature at review's end shows an e-mail address should you have 
questions or wish to send feedback. All images contained in this review are the 
property of fairaudio or Ayre - Ed.

Reviewer: Ralph Werner
Sources: VPI Scout II, SME MS  12-inch, VPI JMW 9T, Denon DL-103, Ortofon MC
Rondo Bronce, Zu Audio DL-103, SAC Gamma Sym, Luxman D-05, Logitech
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Amplification: Octave HP300 with phono, Electrocompaniet AW 180,  Denon PMA
2010AE
Loudspeakers: Ascendo System F, Blumenhofer Fun 13, Thiel SCS4
Sundry accessories, cables and racks
Review component retail: €3.800 preamp, €5.800 stereo amp
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Mister Hansen—not Ingo from Hamburg but Charles from Boulder/Colorado—has
been in the hifi biz for a bit. Founding Ayre Acoustics in 1993 means a 20-year
anniversary is coming up. But his hifi career dates back even further when he started
a small firm named Avalon Acoustics whose speakers today are neither the least
known nor the cheapest available. But that’s not today’s focus. I’m instead looking at
a classic in Ayre’s catalogue, their second-from-the-top pre/power combo which goes
by the attractive name K-5xeMP/V-5xe. Hansen clearly studied Physics, not creative
writing. Whilst the upshifted ‘MP’ suffix meant ‘minimum phase’ for the CD player we
recently reviewed to hint at its apodizing filter, with the preamp it becomes
‘maximum performance’. Cool, huh?

Ditto for the preamp’s cosmetics. Those struck me as endowed with some type of
charming laboratory cool. Which is fundamentally silly as lab equipment rarely ever
shows up with such massive metal enclosures. But aesthetics here are more techno
sober than max glamour. Which I like. Yet I couldn’t fail to notice that the V-5xe’s
face plate doesn’t match. My suspicion? Market research determined that a power
amplifier had to look more macho than a small preamp to require the add-on of 1.5-
fingerwide cheeks. As with the K-5xeMP, fit’n’finish are very good. Checking out
assets one spots perfectly mirror-imaged top-notch socketry to suggest double-mono
circuitry. Correctly as it turns out if one subtracts the power supplies. The K-5xeMP
preamp offers four inputs (2 x RCA, 2 x XLR ) and three outputs (fixed RCA, variable
RCA/XLR). Each input may be configured as processor pass-thru to bypass the
volume control. LP fiends will need an external solution but in this price range they
tend to anyway.



The V-5xe can be tapped single-ended or symmetrical and adds an XLR link socket to
connect to a second amp for bi-amping. And there are Cardas speaker terminals. I
personally fancy those a lot for their simple handling, high but even pressure and my
preference for spades. Prospective Ayre customers should simply know about the
latter since bananas are out. These are terrifically designed but also particular
terminals.

Ayre’s design philosophy revolves around specific notions which are implemented
across their entire product range including today’s subjects. This includes a strong
preference for discrete rather than integrated circuits. Charles Hansen once
compared ICs to a bake mix which saves times, is cheap and tastes quite good. But
with proper recipe and individual ingredients at hand, the cake will taste better even
though you will spend more time in the kitchen. And individual ingredients give more
freedom to season to taste. Sounds quite plausible. Hansen is particularly against the
operational amplifier bake mix because such parts don’t make sense in a zero-
feedback circuit. No NFB and balanced circuitry are two other corner stones for Ayre
amplifiers. On the why, what and how, our prior review of Ayre’s AX-7e integrated
went into detail already. Ditto for the tranny question “why no toroid”. Philipp
Krauspenhaar of German import house Sun Audio explained it there.



A propos power supply dimensions, the K-5xeMP lives as large as that integrated –
on a 400VA EI transformer from Mercury Magnetics who also develop iron for 
Fender and Marshall guitar amps. Each channel then gets 36.000uF of capacitive 
filtering. To eliminate ultrasonic powerline noise the built-in ‘Ayre Conditioner’ is a 
coil without ferrite core since over time the latter tends to get magnetized which 
Hansen claims compromises the sound with a glassy/hard feel and some dynamic 
compression. Current owners of the K-5xe precursor can take up Sun Audio's MP 
upgrade offer: "Aside from a straight dozen metalized resistors, the output stage 
replaces its bipolar transistors with eight specially selected complementary JFETs. 
This is a trickle-down solution from Ayre’s €19.800 KX-R reference preamp. This 3-
hour labor update goes for €380." That itemization explains how the maximal 
performance of Ayre’s modified preamp was achieved.

Field-effect transistors also appear in the V-5xe’s input stage. Here one highlight is
the ultra-high input impedance of 100kΩ which effectively unloads the preamp. The
output stage gets 16 bipolar transistors per channel to deliver up to 200 watts. The
rationale for this minor opulence (the nominal power rating is really 150wpc into 8Ω)
is headroom for difficult loads and/or output conditions to mostly coast. In the same
context the German importer points proudly at the 1.200VA 12kg power transformer.
As with the preamp, the bake recipe includes the ‘Ayre Conditioning’ for noise
suppression, double mono layout past the tranny, fully dual-differential circuitry, no
global feedback and high-quality discrete components. The ingredients sure sound
good. Let’s hope the cake taste follows suit.
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But let’s get serious. Suitable how? In a few ways. Going into this assignment my idea
was simplicity itself – test the preamp, then the amp, then the combination. A few
days and what seemed like hundreds of A/Bs between individual components later, I
had to admit that my process didn’t suit. What was true for one machine held true for
the other to a large degree. It thus also was true for both together. Repetition anyone?
Ayre’s separates speak with a very similar voice. It’s clearly not a case where disparate
tendencies sum into a balanced whole as is somewhat true for my reference of Octave
HP300 preamp and Electrocompaniet AW180 amps. The Norse monos are a bit
emphasized in the bass/lower-mid region where the Octave counters with leaner. This
adds up to an extra finger width at the hips but decidedly nothing more. You know
what I mean.

While on bass and the notion of ‘more fleet-footed than fulsome’, this suits the Ayre
combo quite well. More fleet-footed than my twosome for sure. Particularly the range
between upper bass and lower mids the Yanks handle exceptionally buoyant for a
brilliant foundation from which to reveal the proper timing of rhythmic Pop and
grooving Soul. Boy’s "Waitress" danced like a butterfly around my table, its e-bass
runs veritably jumped between my speakers and whilst my usual system leans in with
a bit more juice, I wasn’t familiar with this level of immediacy and energy. Over the
Ayres this cut really did feel a bit faster. Attractive. And though Erykah Badu’s "A.D.
2000" isn’t an uptempo number—its bass runs are of the more relaxed sexy type—the
Ayres rendered it all a bit drier and more defined than I’m used to. Pleasant, that.

If you forced me down to a single word to describe Ayre’s combo, I’d probably pick
‘stimmig’ [which only roughly translates as fitting or suitable - Ed)]. But since nobody
forces me, I have two issues with it. One, I don’t want to keep using a single word.
Repetition soon wears down. Two and more decisively, I’d fear that ‘stimmig’ against
a backdrop of the usual superlative terms will appear less than attractive. A glance at
my dictionary thus caused double joy: "balanced, a well-formed whole, fortuitous,
successful, round, even, well matched, harmonious, in the right balance, in proper
relations, fitting". Was the dictionary’s publisher an Ayre client by any chance? Not
only did this make for a lovely reservoir of synonyms, it reads a lot more
complimentary – exactly how I meant it!

On pure amplitude I’d call Ayre’s upper bass or power region neutral. Qualitatively
this turns into dry, defined, quick, rhythmic and somewhat wiry. Once frequencies
press noticeably south, one hears that while the combo is capable of low bass, it’s not
the make-it proposition of the sale. The Ayre duo is solid way down low but relative to
price and type (transistor amp) noticeably more remains possible elsewhere. More
mass, more contrast. At the other extreme of treble to high treble, one is allowed to
pun that Ayre hath air. But not to excess. Here this amplification duo plays it slightly
defensive in fact. The treble appears freshly laundered, pure, utterly bereft of artifice
and nervousness. I only had positive reactions on quality. That said the Ayres didn’t
introduce any particular freshness into my rig. Already the lower highs of the
presence region were more relaxed than forced. The upper treble was sufficiently
present to render everything wonderfully smooth. Even so I couldn’t shake the
impression that the uppermost octaves were primarily a light industrial lubricant
which coated the mids to more easily penetrate the ears. To infuse my room with a
wholesale spacey aura requires more air.



My notes read mids to die for which wasn’t exclusive to female vocals but true for
those in particular. Be it the recently reviewed Blumenhofer Fun 13, my Ascendo
System F or Thiel’s SCS4 speakers, vocals always exuded a very particular charm over
the Ayre combo. I thought this was only partially explained by tonal balance. True,
the somewhat relaxed presence region summed with the well- but clearly not over-
nourished lower midband for a small tendency towards the mildly warm or sunny.
And that is always pleasing. But there was more to it. Here one had a special sort of
cleanliness—the absence of haze, hardness, grey film, scrim and whatever else can
happen to a recorded signal upon gain application—that held joint custody for a non-
spectacular low-key sonic picture which really impressed only upon second listening
as it were. Tori Amos, Feist and Joanna Newsom appeared before me so simply and
naturally à la "that’s how we perform and no differently" that each time I suspected
some slick acoustic trick whereby the Ayre twosome called up this impression, I
couldn’t find any.

Johnny Cash with his famously wrecked voice on the American Recordings
albums is another yard stick. If you’ve heard him over a less than expertly
tuned or even forward and overly present system, you’d probably agree that
he can go on your nerves after a spell. The Ayres didn’t equalize Cash’s spry
charm (lisps, sloppy enunciation, creaks and croaks) but didn’t
pornographically zoom in on it all to depict the voice out of context either
(which I’ve 'enjoyed' during a few hifi shows). This avoidance of either
approach made for that tacit sense of authenticity and realness.



My impression was that the pure stuff was being passed on without any
spices or fancy twists to not send the results in any particular direction. This
form of self-evident true midband was high class. That means you can’t be
looking for the next sonic spectacle but must want an amplifier you'll keep for
the next ten years. Such profound realness always runs the risk of
understatement. If that seems insufficient bling and glitter, it simply means
that the Ayre combo talks straight to the experienced mature listener, not
those who neurotically tinker with their systems every six months.

The above of course held true not only for voices but instruments as well. An
acoustic guitar for example exhibited wonderfully wooden body but not in
any emphasized fat-but-formless manner as though someone had somehow
opened the lower midrange faucet to its stops. True, individual guitar picks
did seem slightly soft—I noted this repeatedly on snare trills and piano
attacks too which had less incision and penetration power, something I traced
back to the milder presence/treble region for softer transients—-but I never
suspected any loss of essential information. Data weren’t served up on a silver
tablet but didn’t appear robed in warm steam either. Call it well-tempered
resolution.

Nearly better yet than acoustic guitars were e-guitars. Depending on
recording, those can approach the shrill and aggressive over my work system.
The Ayres simply flooded my room with their dry energy. This was arguably a
bit warmer just as seems to be their natural inclination but it was also
particularly firm, well-structured and expressed with believable power.

Getting into categories like dynamic behavior, timing and musical flow, I have to—
sorry—reappropriate ‘stimmig’ and ‘balanced’. As already mentioned, other amps
handle transients with more bite. While macrodynamic frontal attacks never had the
Ayres falter, this price class can deliver more oomph elsewhere. Here I’m thinking
Electrocompaniet combo of EC 4.8 preamp and AW180 monos for example.

If we must define it, Ayre’s style is taut/rhythmic as enabled by quick well-rendered
bass but this quality is accompanied also by flow where the vital ring-out of tones is
immaculately tracked. This is co-responsible not merely for the body around voices
and instruments but also interconnects subsequent notes over time. Hence today’s
conclusion must combine the Ayre K-5xeMP and V-5xe. Berlin’s Sender Radio 1 has a
station motto For adults only!  This fits the Ayres equally. Those who chase the next
high of Olympian records in individual acoustic disciplines are bound to overlook
them.

The American kick is a bit different. It’s about a very natural balanced rendition not
merely in matters of tone but also on timing and soundstaging. To that are added a
very rare purity and freedom from distortion. None of these are quickly sussed-out
foreground qualities. But if in this price range you’re after sonically even all'rounders
of the highest class, you ought to book an audition with your nearest Ayre dealer
before finalizing your decision.



Psych profile.
Great tonal balance whose extremes (low bass, top treble) are slightly
withdrawn.
Mid/upper bass are amplitude neutral, the low bass lacks ultimate shove. On
quality the lower frequencies are nicely mapped out, well defined and quick.
The high frequencies are exceptionally clean and voiced more for long-term
comfort than exceptional resolution.
Tonally the midrange and particularly the presence region feel a tad stepped
down which, depending on taste, turns transients ‘natural’ or slightly ‘soft’.
With its lack of fogginess, harshness and gray scrim, the Ayre amp achieves a
very high degree of self-evident authenticity. It simply doesn’t sound canned.
Voices and acoustic instruments become a real experience.
Adequate and balanced dynamic behavior. Timing is spot-on, the Ayre combo
does PRaT without turning beat box and flow without turning soggy. Impulses
are quick though harder remains possible and decays are natural and not
foreshortened.
Pleasingly broad soundstage with good depth layering, great freedom and a
slightly forward-projecting tendency. Good localization sharpness and plasticity
of vocals and instrumentals. Utter lack of nervousness. Sounds appear spatially
self-assured.

Facts. 
Ayre K-5xeMP

Category: Linestage
Dimensions and weight: 43.8x35x12cm (WxDxH), 11.5kg
Trim: Silver, black for €180 surcharge
Socketry: 2 x RCA, 2 x XLR inputs, RCA fixed out, XLR and RCA variable outs
Power consumption at idle: ca. 8 watts
Other: processor pass-thru function, remote, optional Ayre metal wand (€298)
Warranty: 5 years with returned registration card

Ayre V-5xe

Category: Stereo power amp
Dimensions and weight: 43.8x41x20cm (WxDxH), 25kg
Trim: Silver, black for €180 surcharge
Socketry: XLR/RCA in, XLR out for biamping, one pair of binding posts
Idle power consumption: Ca. 115 watts
Other: Cardas terminals require spade terminations
Warranty: 5 years with returned registration card
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